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Editorial

The stories we tell literally make the world. If you want to change the world, you need
to change your story. - Michael Margolis
The quest for Issue 6 of Narrow Road began with a call to recount stories that wouldn’t
back down. Words that had decided to make themselves heard. This issue of Narrow
Road like all previous ones has been a work of passionate pursuit and dedicated
learning for the Editors. We were thus delighted and indebted to have Shikhandin,
accept our request to Guest Edit the ‘Short Fiction’ section of the magazine. The stories
selected by her take you by your throat and demand that they be given a space to hold
their head high.
The poetry section has been compiled in his usual flair by Raamesh. Since last issue,
he has been carrying a poem in a language other than English, with a verse translation
by a bilingual poet into English. One of the aims is to expose our readers to other
ecosystems of thought as languages happen to be, and also to feature languages not
very well-known (although Gujarati, in this issue, is an exception). As Simon Beale’s
Napoleon said to Tim McInnerny’s Duc de Darling in Blackadder: Back and Forth, “I
think it works”.
As for the haibun, I invite you to explore the section all on your own. I will keep this
short and not get in your way of reading (and I hope, enjoying) the works we have
picked for you.
A short thank you to all who have submitted and all who will.
Enjoy.
Paresh Tiwari

Editor’s Note (Poetry)
I have chosen to discard shape poems altogether. The journal changes many hands
during the typesetting and compilation process, and it is a nightmare to maintain
shape, as binge-eaters on holidays will readily affirm. I must therefore ask you not to
submit shape poems or those with finicky alignments, or accept the rough and ready
corseting I will perpetrate by left-aligning everything I select.

Short Fiction

Shikhandin

Special Editorial
Flash fiction is not an easy form to master. Whether it follows a traditional
narrative of beginning, middle and end, or flows like a prose poem, a whimsical
stream of consciousness piece, or is a literary sketch, there is one thing it is not: The
flash fiction is not a smaller version of the short story. Regardless of the genre it dons
– speculative, slip stream, horror, mystery, literary.
The writing of flash requires a specific discipline. It requires practice to sift
through reams of words to find the one that fits perfectly, taking the story another
step forward, until the narrative’s journey ends. A successful flash fiction is one that
lingers on in the reader’s mind long after, or at the very least creates a dissonance.
I am very happy to have been able to curate some talented practitioners of flash
fiction - award winning writers and accomplished emerging ones. An editor’s task is
always difficult. This time it was no different. So I tried to put a clutch of flash fiction
in this issue of Narrow Road that resonate with a wider range of readers. However,
regardless of setting and theme, each story carries with it a similarity of mood, like a
nimbus. The protagonists are all in seekers one way or another.
In Anu Kumar’s story, “Alterations,” we have a man obsessed with dentures.
In Oonah V Joslin's tightly woven story, “Closer to the Truth,” a man coaxes a woman
back in doors. Geeta Varma’s “Mangalam” is a surreal piece about a violinist’s concert.
Jude Brigley’s “Reconnaisance” takes us for a walk in the woods with a woman,
deeper than we can imagine. Dipika Mukherjee’s “The Roof, The Sky,” in which a man
reflects upon his life as he remembers a death scene from the past, has a dirge-like
quality about it. “Twilight Sojourn” by Fehmida Zakeer is so lush, it is almost like a
brand new Arabian Nights story. And lastly, Sarbjeet Garcha’s “Marwari,” (which is
a short story, and not a flash fiction) presents an earthy vignette of very believable
characters, embellished with the idiosyncrasies of a middle class Indian businessman.
The only thing I regret about this enjoyable stint as guest editor is the short time
I had. I would have loved to put out a submission call for fresh voices, just for the joy
of discovering a gem or two from unsolicited submissions. And, to give new writers
space with the veterans. Be that as it may. I am grateful to all the authors who trusted
me with their work and gave me the opportunity to showcase them in this December
issue of Narrow Road. And my warmest gratitude to the editors of Narrow Road for
inviting me to guest edit their flash fiction section.

Anu Kumar, New Jersey, USA

Alterations
Teeth—white, squarish or rectangular have always fascinated me. I’ve
especially loved the sound of teeth gnashing, chewing, rolling and chomping over
food.
Some would call this a fad, an eccentricity, especially in the beginning, when I
made the mistake of unburdening myself to people – describing in detail the dental
artefacts of a perfect stranger. I guess anyone would. Imagine you are having a
conversation about something serious like yesterday’s cricket match or the price of
fish, when suddenly you interrupt to say that the girl who passed by had a particularly
jagged set of molars, and people give you that glazed look before moving on.
I cannot truly explain how my fascination with teeth began. Obviously as a
child the teeth help you explore your immediate world, but no, with me it was
something else. I am told that I flung my toys away, red-faced in fury – ‘But they have
no teeth’ and I remember myself, just a wee bit taller, trying to put my small head into
Big Bertha, Grandma’s prized Jersey cow, trying to peer into her mouth. My parents
worried, but the doctor assured them I would get over it.
Of course, I didn’t. A kindly uncle, he was my godfather Dad told me later,
presented me with a lab set, I think on my tenth birthday, and I forthwith set to work.
Jeb, Antonia and Fisher being my first patients.
I gave them anesthesia and then prised out one set, intending to replace it with
another. There must have been an overdose, for Fisher suddenly gasped out long and
loud, startling me into making a careless mistake. Soon he was absolutely still. My
sister was inconsolable for long, but there’s nothing you can do, and a Persian cat is
always replaceable.
As a dentist I was soon the best in my field. The ladies loved my chatty manner.
They simpered as they sat before me in the revolving chair, unaware of what I did.
Then again, our profession always involves an endless series of experiments, else you
never learn on the job. The gentlemen I could handle with undoubtable panache. The
thing is, you carry yourself with reserve, and things are fine. You are totally above
suspicion.
But why do I talk in this manner – as if what obsesses me is but a silent
accomplice in a crime. It’s to do with those periodic expeditions I make, to those
ignored, terrifying places, in some hidden corner of every city, shielded by umbrella
like trees, with only the skulking rats for company. This is where I find the freshly dug
graves – that’s easily done, with all the smelly stuff they put around it, flowers, candles
and such like. And then I get to work - collecting hastily buried dental sets fast as I
can, else the theory I am working on could come to naught. I can let you on a bit,
however.

Last year, I had occasion to meet one of those explorer fellows – the long-haired
hippy types, who are always rushing off to some corner of the world or the other. We
got talking, and I found him fascinating, maybe because he didn’t quite react like the
others. You know there was no polite nod, no glassy-eyed stare – he seemed to like
talking to me. I told him I was a dental- technologist, and then described to him in
great detail what it was I did, about my own laboratory at home. In fact he expressed
a desire to see the place soon.
Then he told me about this 500,000-year-old tusker – a mammoth he had
unearthed on some island in the Arctic Circle.
“It’s the tusks I must tell you about,” he said. “They have been amazingly well
preserved. Smooth, pearly white and perfectly curved and about a foot or so long.”
And, he stretched out his arm, showing me an approximation of the size.
I felt the familiar tightening around my chest – the same feeling I get when I
come across a particularly exquisite dental set, left to rot under the layers of mud and
gravel. I wanted to ask him even more, but knew that would have made him
suspicious, so I let him talk of other things, even as my mind wandered. In the end,
just before he left, he asked whether he could come around to my lab, sometime the
next day, adding, “I want to show you the tusks – and you’ll be amazed.”
He was punctual to the dot, though I did notice that he looked tired. “Yeah,”
he said, rubbing his eyes and his flushed cheeks, “it’s those conferences– everyone
seems to be interested in these,” and he held out the most majestic pair of tusks I have
ever seen. They were just as he had described, only more splendidly proportioned.
My mind worked fast, as I tossed up an omelet for him and coffee for us. I
would have to ask him for the tusks, and I hoped he wouldn’t be difficult.
When I returned, he was already asleep in my swivel chair, his face turned
towards the arc light, his jaw gaping open. And the tusks lay on the table.
For a long while, I looked at him and the tusks. I convinced myself that he
wouldn’t mind being part of an experiment – after all he was a scientist like me. With
calm deliberation, for my hands were shaking in excitement, I proceeded.
The nitrous oxide was enough for a good two hours – ample time for me to
carefully prise out his canines – they really needed treatment, and I remember
chuckling when I saw them. But it was the second stage of the experiment that needed
patience, and when it was done, I couldn’t help but stand back and stare in
astonishment at what I had achieved. He looked superb, lying in that chair, his hair
all tousled and amber-yellow but it was his mouth, still gaping open, which looked
really impressive– with the pair of mammoth tusks, magnificently curvaceous, that I
had attached with deliberate and immense care. I sensed now the immense
possibilities of my art. Anyone, could be altered, easily, and even inexpensively. All it
took was a new set of teeth, some nitrous oxide, and the best dentist in the world.

Oonah V Joslin, Morpeth, UK

Closer to the Truth
With the caution of a hunter, Brian approached the diminutive figure standing by the
dark tree-line of firs. No need to startle her. She might run for cover. He was close
enough now to see her back to him, to hear her whisperings and see the soft, white
vapour of her breath rise like a spirit released. She was looking up steadily into the
October sky, holding her thin cardigan stretched over her fast at the neck with both
hands. Like a saint at prayer she looked. Like an angel on the grave of a child, her gaze
fixed on heaven. She was little more than a child herself.
Brian stepped on a twig.
“Have you come to take me back?” she said without turning.
“Is it me you’re talking to, Mary?”
“Aye, it’s you.” She didn’t move at all -- just kept staring up at the cold stars. The
wildness had gone from her eyes. She seemed calm now but her face was stained with
tears.
“What are you looking at, Mary?”
She pointed to the equatorial plane.
“What is it?” she asked.
“Shooting stars. The Orionids. They happen every year. And that’s Orion, Mary.” He
closed a bit on her, crouched and pointed. “Those three bright stars are his belt.”
“It’s a he?”
“Yes. The Hunter. He was a bit of a womanizer, Orion -- always out to impress the
girls -- not a bit like me…”
Mary sniffed and giggled and looked at him.
Eye contact. That was a start, he thought. “So anyway, Orion bragged he could kill
any animal, thinking this would get him a wife, only all his tearing about didn’t sit
well with the women and their fathers only thought he was a big-head. But he was
irrepressible, Mary, and do you know what he did?” With one hand Brian gestured to
the other two with him that they could retreat. “He threatened to kill every wild
animal on the earth. The earth goddess wasn’t happy about that and she sent a
scorpion to bite him on the foot and…”
“He killed it?”
“No. It killed him. But the gods felt sorry for the shortness of his life and put him high
in the sky with his two dogs to hunt the bull forever and they put the scorpion far
away from him so that it couldn’t harm him ever again, and he couldn’t harm it.”
Mary wiped her face with a fistful of cardigan. “It’s not true,” she said.
“No. Orion is really a vast region of space covering light years and full of stars and
places where stars are born and if you approached it, it would look nothing like it does
from here. You would be past some bits of it before you got anywhere near the others

-- they’re that far apart. It would be like you were inside a giant snow storm frozen in
time all around you, above and below, and different from every point of view. But to
us he’s The Hunter. And it’s a good story, isn’t it?”
“Yes.”
He stood up. She wasn’t going to run now. “The way I see it, there are as many stories
as there are people, Mary. Same star field, different points of view.”
“Do you think we need all those stories?”
“I don’t know, Mary. What do you think? Maybe it takes all the perspectives together
to make up the truth, and the more stories we know, the closer we get to it.”
He took off his white coat and slipped it over her shoulders. “Shall we go in now? And
tomorrow if you like, we can come out and look at Orion again and maybe you’ll tell
me your story, Mary. Deal?”
He placed one hand on her shoulder directing her away from the woods across the
frosty grass in her bare feet, towards the well-lit buildings and the warmth and safety
of the ward and tomorrow.

Geeta Varma, Chennai, India

Mangalam
Sunday papers. I search for the ad on the last page. It is there. My name, prominent.
I look around to share the news. Everyone is asleep. I have no company at home other
than myself. I start thinking of the evening. My clothes are ironed and ready – an off
white sari with gold border. I don’t want jewellery. I am not fond of them. My hair
has to be shampooed or it will stick to my head.
I pick up my violin, and polish it once again. It shines. I try playing it to check the
tuning and the sound. It is fine. I play a raga, Yes. I can feel the music. I try
Hamsadhwani, Kaapi, Sivaranjini, Sindhubhairavi…
It is perfect. I am ready for the performance.
The smells of breakfast take me to the dining room. I am suddenly hungry. There are
poories with masala, besides dosa and chutney. They look delicious. There are so
many sweets! Must be for the great day. Amma knows everything. I eat a lot more
than my stomach can hold. But I cannot miss my coffee. After that I must rest for a
while or sleep a bit, have a hot bath, and then get ready. I already feel relaxed, but a
little anxious too. How will it be? I doze off.
A car has come to pick me up. It is already five. I am almost ready. I check for all the
things needed. Haven’t missed anything. I pick up my violin, and go to the puja room.
And then, I walk to the car.
“Ishwara, I hope my performance is a success.”
The hall is waiting. It is dark. Only the place where I have to sit is lit up. I cannot see
anyone. I hear the applause as I get ready to start.
I begin with a small song, to warm up. Then I play the Kaapi raga. I can feel my heart
now. It is singing along with the violin. My fingers are becoming magical. The music
has started to flow. It is such a wonderful feeling! I can’t stop now. I move into the
next – Sindhubhairavi. I love the raga. It brings tears to my eyes. It is beautiful. I cannot
stop playing.
I can see the front row, though dark. Unbelievable. Lalgudi! How? I am happy and
continue playing. This is an indication. I am truly blessed.
Slowly, other faces appear, seated in the hall. Strange! I am able to see in the dark. The
hall is brimming with all kinds of VIP guests – Satyajit Ray, Bhimsen Joshi, Ravi
Shankar and many other musicians. Then there are actors – Smita Patil, Nargis, Meena
kumari… There are Freedom fighters, Scientists, Teachers…. Individuals from every
walk of life – all experts. I am so happy! Now my music begins to express confidence.
My violin cannot stop. I think I can almost fly or float in the air. I don’t want to stop.
So I continue.
I start to play Abhogi, and the song is about Siva. I feel like crying. But they are all
getting up. Yes. Now they are all walking towards me. Maybe I did really well. I greet

them and continue with my music. They come closer and closer. Now they are forming
a circle around me.
They are covering me from all sides. What do they want?!
Should I stop or continue?
***
Note: Mangalam is sung as a finale in a Carnatic concert.

Sarabjeet Garcha, Delhi NCR, India

Marwari
Everybody called him Marwari. Including the police whose hospitality he
received occasionally. Nobody knew when he had begun to do what he did, but it was
common knowledge that he was into multiple businesses, all of them illegal. Fame
and infamy were just two sides of the same coin to him. He believed that in one
eventful life, if you acquired either, you were lucky. And in that sense, he was very
lucky.
Local gossips could never sunder his name from the juicy topics of bootlegging,
drug trafficking and gambling. To him, being incarcerated once in a while was just
part of the game, and he didn’t mind that.
“A good sportsman is always ready for injuries,” he would say. “All injuries
are not bad ones. Some of them give birth to exciting theories, which throb with
potential.”
He loved the word theory. He had first heard it from his school-going son. The
boy uttered it once while mugging up the questions and answers from his workbook
one evening before his class test. But not before being disciplined by his mother with
four sharp raps on his buttocks. Marwari wondered whether that was the soundest
way to drum theory into a thickhead. And if his own mother had treated him
similarly, would he now be thinking of something more respectable than the next
consignment of cannabis, marijuana and heroin to be received and immediately
concealed when the night deepened?
The small Shiva temple that he had set up in a room, a little away from his
house was well known to the police. They had already prostrated many times before
the fiery god’s image, pushing its plinth aside to delve into the hollow beneath, their
fingers ever ready to feel the touch of cellophane, the revealing skin of contraband.
The temple was an open secret. Marwari needed to be one step ahead of the
police. His own house was like a train, the rooms following one after the other like
coaches, and each a step lower than the one before it. A home on an incline. Three
rooms and a veranda at the back wouldn’t have enabled him to get any bolder with
his sizeable stash of white powder, whose stock he replenished with almost the same
speed at which it was sold. To relish the abundance of his merchandise, he also needed
to tolerate its monotony. He, in fact, welcomed it.
“Now what?” said Shobha, his wife. “Is the hafta, we give to the police, not
enough for them that they come swooping down every few days?”
“Don’t be stressed, dear,” said Marwari, calmly. “When hunger changes form,
food must also evolve. Summer is approaching, and that police inspector is a special
guest. We must find a way to keep him deliciously hydrated. Let him come over.”

The thought of astonishing the police inspector with zilch was more fearful
than that of letting him make occasional discoveries of ganja in small sachets.
“Not too much,” mused Marwari. “Or I’ll soon be out of business.”
Going underground wasn’t an option either, because a crook’s inactivity, even
if sustained for a few weeks only, is bound to arouse suspicion. So, to take his mind
away from excess work, he focussed on entertaining himself through his favourite
pastime: qawwali.
It didn’t matter that the troupe closest to his heart came from perhaps the most
disreputable neighbourhood of Nasik: Bhadrakali. Geographical reputation was of no
concern to him. For all he knew, the qawwals might have doubled up as pimps
afterwards. But as long as they knew their music, Marwari had no compunctions in
making his appreciation known, usually with boisterous bestowals of five-rupee notes
upon the singers and the percussionists.
He made it a point to have a wad handy precisely for such occasions, though
he sometimes wondered if his actions were not a little undignified, and whether he
had real Marwari blood flowing in his veins. He was startled to find the index finger
of his right hand becoming a tad too nimble, and going beyond his control. It would
speedily slide across the top note of the wad secured in the palm of his left hand, and
riffle up a trajectory of notes, each being almost equidistant from the other, before
completing the last leg of its aerial journey in a wavy descent, sometimes directly into
the laps of the entertainers. It was at this point that he would begin to doubt his
mother, but then quickly stop his errant mind from venturing into territories that were
taboo.
As the qawwali mehfils at Marwari’s house became more and more frequent,
Shobha’s Friday ritual fasts in the name of Santoshi Mata began to gain fervour. She
stopped consuming platefuls of sabudana khichdi on those days and trebled the size
of the prasad, consisting of jaggery and roasted chickpeas, which she distributed with
unadulterated enthusiasm among the women and children in the vicinity. She wasn’t
sure whether the goddess’s benediction was directly proportional to the amount of
prasad distributed in her name, but she didn’t mind trying. She didn’t expect much in
return from Santoshi Mata, except that her husband should salvage the honour of his
DNA even if he turned into an insipid ass blind to the deceptive beauties of the fine
arts, music most of all.
“No, dear,” said Marwari. “Why do you want to get rid of all the music fromin
my life?”
“Well,” said Shobha. “I am not asking you to give it up. Just change its form.
Try kirtan and aarti in place of qawwali.”
“But my qawwals can’t do kirtan.”
“For God’s sake, Marwari seth. You don’t have to use the same musicians and
singers. You think you are running a recording studio or what?”

“I am not. But I get a kick out of qawwali. That’s the only music I am interested
in. Let me go on with my little addiction. It’s not much, really. Had there been no
qawwali in my life, I would have been hooked to the marijuana and cannabis we sell.”
“Let the music be. But why pay when you can have it for free?”
“Free? How so?”
“Just cross the river over Victoria Bridge. Turn right, and straightaway enter
the Sundarnarayan temple. Some or the other kirtankar is always testing his vocal
cords there. Join your palms, close your eyes. Make the most of the music. Is that
difficult?”
“No. Not difficult,” said Marwari. “But boring. Kirtankars don’t clap. They
don’t have long colourful handkerchiefs tied to their wrists.”
“So? How does that make qawwals better than kirtankars?” Shobha countered.
“And what’s the fun in clapping at your own singing? Besides, you’ll save your
banknotes.,” Shobha countered.
“Wouldn’t I need to slip in something into the donation box?”
“That’s what coins are for. Fling in a handful if you think doing that will please
the gods.”
“The biggest question is, what pleases you?”
“You know that. Stop squandering money.”
It took Marwari some time to change his ways, although he didn’t give up on
the qawwals. He had begun to depend on them for solace soon after his business
picked up steam in the mid-seventies, ten years ago. On a night lashed by rain, he had
chanced upon a scrawny man taking shelter under the awning of a shop at Panchavati,
not very far from his house. The man had a harmonium slung around his neck and
was singing under his breath.
“Sing aloud,” Marwari said to the man. The man did, and with such gusto that
Marwari couldn’t stop himself from dancing in the rain and from repeatedly gushing
“Kya baat hai! Kya baat hai!” A few shelter seekers also joined him, most of them
confining themselves to a bit of jigging with the harmless “Wah wah” thrown in.
Marwari had a weakness for rain. It was rain that had given him his avocation.
Had it not rained so hard in September 1969, there would have been no floods in
Nasik. Had there been no floods, he wouldn’t have met the four sadhus who were
trapped on a stone platform beneath Victoria Bridge, the angry waters swirling and
surging around them. If the water level had increased by just as much as a foot, it
would have been the end of them all. The rain had pounded down with all its fury.
No matter where one looked, one saw hungry whirlpools in the erratic, swollen flow.
But the sadhus hadn’t appeared afraid. They remained trapped on the small platform
for two days, while people passed them tea and snacks through ropes from over the
bridge. Marwari was among the uninvited benefactors. When he opened the lid of the
cane basket he had used just a little while ago to pass on tea and vada pav to the
drenched men of God, he was surprised to see that it had an extra item in it: a chillum.

He was about to fill it up with tobacco from a few Charminar cigarettes he had
on him when a hand intervened. “Wait, my friend,” said a deep-throated voice.
“That’s not the proper way to serve a sadhu. Fill it up with this.”
Marwari had looked at the extended palm. It had a greenish brown dry
chutney-like thing in it. A few minutes later, when the rain let up, rings of smoke rose
up above the sadhus’ heads, and the spectators, leaning over the straight balustrades
of the bridge, cheered. Marwari had whistled. He knew he would not have to wait for
the floodwaters to release the chillum smokers to tell him his fortune. His epiphany
had happened. He knew what he would do for the rest of his life.
However, when the sadhus were rescued two days later, he did go to seek their
blessings, not forgetting to tell them that he was the one who had filled up their
chillums.
“Wah!” one of the sadhus had exclaimed. “But for you, we wouldn’t have felt
heaven in our lungs as the devious waters threatened to consume us. May God
preserve you.”
“Maharaj” said Marwari. “I wish I could grant others a similar glimpse of
infinity.”
“It’s a noble thought, my son,” said the sadhu. “Follow your heart, but let the
stuff be free for sadhus. Who knows? Some of our brothers might visit you in the
future.”
“Of course, Maharaj. Who would be foolish enough to charge great men like
you for sewa?” Marwari stopped short of telling them that the money for the sewa
would come from the customers’ pockets.
The visits of the qawwals became less frequent, but they maintained a
regularity that suited Marwari. He no longer lavished banknotes on them, but
contented himself by slipping a few notes of modest denomination into the shirt
pocket of the lead singer in the troupe. Once in a while, he also went to the
recommended temple, more to scout for prospective underage employees to expand
his business than to torture his ears with the devotional singing of all and sundry who
passed themselves off as kirtankars. The police raided his house less and less often,
especially after he gave each member of the raiding team a copy of the Hanuman
Chalisa, printed with his money at a local press.
“This is what ill-begotten money does to you,” said a constable flipping
through his copy of the Chalisa. “He is barely fifty, but has lost his marbles already.”
“From cannabis to Hanuman Chalisa,” said his colleague. “That’s quite a
journey.”
It surprised the neighbours that even after the Marwari quit peddling drugs,
his lifestyle didn’t change at all. In fact, it appeared that he was getting richer despite
distributing copies of the Hanuman Chalisa for free on Tuesdays at the Hanuman
temple at Malegaon Stand. What almost everyone failed to notice was that the
qawwals who had been entertaining him loyally over the years were also getting

richer with him. The Marwari couldn’t have found better agents than the peripatetic
singers. And, Shobha also didn’t complain anymore.

Jude Brigley

Reconnaissance
She had always found trees a little unnerving. Not when they stood alone or
whispered together in groups, but when they closed ranks in woods or forests. She
stuck to paths, glancing at the darkness of wooded places with a certain consternation.
She would never have plunged off the trail into such gloomy wildernesses. Instead,
she liked to see trees with the sun shining in open glades or lining the roads of small
villages, as if welcoming sentries. Sometimes you could see, as you stuck to the path,
light beaming in a shaft through branches, as if lighting up a forest floor. She averted
her eyes, not wanting to see what might be revealed. Strange insects or animals of an
uncertain kind. Better to stick to the well-trodden or the man-made track. She was no
red riding hood.
Nevertheless, she often walked alone along the path through the woods
near her home. She loved how the seasons were captured by the trees’ variety of
dresses: the first pale green of Spring, the russets of Autumn, and the way the branches
looked like arteries against a winter sky. It was rare for her to meet no one on the walk.
In summer, she marvelled at the foolhardiness of children building dens amongst the
dense foliage or dog-owners stirring the leaves to find a lost ball or their canine
companion. Then, there were times when the wind swayed the branches and the trees
moaned like ghosts in chains, and she wished that another walker would emerge on
the path or she turned back early discouraged by the ferocious vacillating branches.
One night it snowed. She woke up to a crisp morning of sunlight, highlighting
the crystals of powdery snow. Wrapped up and curious she walked to the woods. She
saw that the path had its sprinkling, but footsteps had made it discernible. She set off
admiring how the snow stressed the green of spruce, and covered the birch branches
with white tubes. Through the tree assembly she could see that the snow had even
fallen between the closely-ranked branches covering floors and grass. Still feeling an
aversion to the dark places between trees, she glanced up and saw some birds circling
in the sky further up the path. They were large birds and she did not know enough to
name them. But, she was intrigued and with her eyes on them she stumbled along the
path. She was fascinated to see their black shapes against a winter sky, and before long
she realised that she had travelled further than usual. The trees opened out into a
glade, where there was a frozen stream, and the snow looked deeper. The clearing
seemed so beautiful with its willow and birch trees, and she felt elated to have found
it. But, the birds had flown off and looking back the way she had come, she realised
that snow was falling again, and the path seemed to have disappeared under its
decoration. She felt slightly dizzy and sat on a rock wondering why she had never
come here before.

Out of the sky, big snowflakes were falling, but she tried to be calm, realising
she did not know the way back. It was colder than when she had started. Her feet
were feeling the chill now that she had stopped moving. She was alone. She sprang
up making for the path she assumed would take her home. The snow was deep in
parts, making her suspect that she was going the wrong way, but she continued on
until she found herself in a place where every turning looked the same, and the trees
were silent except for the snow slithering, dropping down from the branches. It gave
an eerie feeling to the wood. She stopped. She felt confused and bit back a little pebble
of panic in her throat.
A wind seemed to come from nowhere and sprinkled snow like flour, whisking
it up in little swathes before letting it drop. A few small branches bent with the gust.
Turning quickly around she thought someone called her name. It was the breeze. She
stood trying to think logically about the way she should go. It was a toss-up. Then,
again, the branches sounded like muttering people and acting on impulse she walked
in the direction of the sound. Now and again, she paused. There was silence in the
wood until her feet crunched as she walked on ice and snow. Again, the wind rose up
and the sound came from the left of her as if whispering, ‘Dianna’. She turned and
walked in that direction until finally she emerged, relieved and feeling cheerful that
she had found her way back to a place she could recognise. Glancing between the trees
at snow falling in shafts of light she was struck by the beauty of trees.
Several times, after that, she lengthened her walk but could not find the
glade again. She took chalk in the spring and left a trail for herself, almost intrepid in
stepping into the thicket of the wood but it was in vain. Although she walked in every
season, the wood did not whisper her name again, leaving her to find new paths for
herself.

Fehmida Zakeer

Twilight Sojourn
Sherin frowned as she turned the key and opened the door. She had expected Haneef
to be home by this time.
Out of habit she walked over to the French windows to check if they were locked.
Satisfied, she drew the curtains and fell into the sofa. Her temples throbbed and a
burning sensation singed the space behind her eyes.
Haneef had agreed to pick up the test results since it was closer to his office. It was
already past the hour reports are usually handed over. A tight knot formed in her
stomach and she sighed. She wished she could go and lie down on her bed, but her
grandmother’s oft repeated admonition echoed in her ears, “Don’t sleep during the
twilight hour.”
Suddenly she felt a rocking sensation and she looked up in alarm. A little girl of about
six or seven stood before her. She had tawny gold flecked eyes quite similar to Sherin’s
own and the girl’s auburn hair, kept in place by silver hair clips was the exact colour
as Haneef’s. Sherin sat up in surprise.
The girl smiled and beckoned. Heart thumping, Sherin followed her. She found herself
in a great square lined with shops. A towering fountain stood in the middle spraying
cool drops of water all around. Men, women and children thronged the spacious
shops stocked to the brim with merchandise ranging from exotic flowers to aromatic
snacks.
The trees lining the four paths to the bazaar caught her attention. Tall and imposing,
they were arranged in such a way that a tree with flaming rust coloured leaves stood
flanked by three others with snowy white leaves. The repeated formation gave an
impression of raging fires amidst silvery peaks.
Mesmerised as she was by her surroundings she suddenly realised that the girl had
disappeared. Sherin took a few steps and looked around, but she couldn’t see the little
girl anywhere. The momentary happiness she had felt disappeared and was replaced
by the familiar ache that had been her constant companion for the past ten years. She
walked to the bench by the fountain and sank into it. Tears pricked her eyes and she
blinked hard. She wondered why the girl had appeared and then disappeared, was it
some kind of an omen? Sherin’s heart beat fast and her eyes darted around the
haphazard multitude of people in desperation.
People attired in silk and chiffon dresses in maroon, purple, blue, green, yellow jostled
with those in austere white and cream cottons. But in spite of the great crowd, the air
stood soundless and heavy. A gossamer veil of white mist floated far above through

which the evening rays of the sun swirled about in myriad hues of orange, pink, blue
and gold.
Her despair got the better of her and she dropped her head into her hands. Suddenly
she felt a tap on her shoulder and looked up. It was the little girl again. Sherin sprang
and tried to grab her hand, but the girl was too fast for her. She smiled and hopped
away beckoning Sherin to follow her.
The girl ran ahead and Sherin followed as fast as she could, she certainly did not want
to lose her again. Strangely, she felt as though she was in a familiar place.
Sherin slowly realised that the square was similar to the junction of roads near her
house. As she followed the running child, she registered it as the familiar direction to
her own house from the crossroads. Buildings fashioned out of multihued stones in a
medley of architectural styles stood in place of familiar modern ones. There was even
a mosque in the same location as the one near her home, only the one here was
grander. A pearly glow surrounded it and its lights radiated a glowing brilliance she
had never seen before. A huge door inlaid with precious stones glinted in the pale
light of the dying sun.
The muezzin’s call to prayer shattered the silence. Men and women all around her
immediately hurried to the mosque. The child ran up the steps of the house of prayer.
She stood waiting at the top for Sherin to catch up.
Sherin in her hurry stumbled on a stone and fell; she dusted herself and got up to find
the little child beckoning furiously from the doorway. Sherin saw the great doors of
the mosque begin their slow journey back and she jumped over the steps two at a time.
She made it inside before the door closed and she sighed in relief. Almost at that
instant, the huge chandelier hanging from the high dome sprang to life and a thousand
rainbow coloured rays filled the great hall. The little girl smiled and tugged her hand,
then she raised her hands in invitation—Sherin knelt down and hugged her tight. The
door thumped shut behind her and she jumped.
Sherin’s eyes flew open; she had fallen asleep on the sofa. A window banged and a
waft of air caressed her face. Puzzled she looked around for the source of the breeze—
her heart raced when she saw the transparent muslin curtains over the French
windows billowing up. She jumped up and ran to look—the doors were ajar and were
moving gently in the wind.
Sherin heard the front door opening and she turned around in alarm. She sighed in
relief when she saw Haneef, a glint from the floor caught her eye and she looked
down—a silver and a rust leaf lay side by side on her gleaming white marble floor.
Sherin picked them up with a tremulous smile and looked up to see her smile reflected
on Haneef’s face.
Previously published in the anthology, Happy Birthday to Me, Dahlia Press UK

Dipika Mukherjee

India 1951: The Roof, the Sky
She sat in the middle of our courtyard while the relatives shuffled in and out. She was
old, older than my mother, her short hair rumpled like my mother’s oiled plait could
never be, her kameez crumpled by the dampness drying on her chest.
I was 19 years old then, in an India that had been ripped recently into two bloody
parts yet the violent nationalism had left me untouched. I was besotted by my tenmonth old marriage; I yearned for my wife, who was nursing our newborn son in a
corner, her gauzy veil barely covering his greedy sucks. My wife was beautiful, she
still is, but I hated her perfection that day; her swollen breasts which I could not touch,
her womb still bleeding like a fountain, not just for a long five days. I could not
imagine a yearning stronger than mine or a love more intense than my wife’s...for our
son. He had, in five weeks, usurped me with flailing arms and spat out the passion
my wife had for me. I longed for the moist afternoons and moonless nights, for the
music of her anklets coming off in my hands.
The corpse was laid on a white sheet with incense wavering around the head. There
was the smell of decay, not only of the body rotting -- though surely it was -- but of
the dying flowers: the jasmine, the marigold, the roses. I never liked my father, and
now that he was dead, I waited to hoist the bier onto my shoulder and take him to the
burning ghats. My mother was in mourning, his only wife in this harem of mourners.
His women were artists; the woman on the charpoy the most gifted of all. I imagined
their lovemaking as a swirl of colour washed away by their juices, leaving a darkening
blob where reds and oranges had once glowed. He was a patron of the arts, which
meant women were ready to prostitute themselves for his attention. At least my
forefathers had been more honest about the nautch girls they kept on houseboats on
the Hoogly, the women’s swaying hips and flouncing skirts spread as wide as their
dark hair by the light of flickering oil lamps.
This favourite artist...did they have a beloved son? Not that it would matter; I was my
father’s only heir. But she had a surety about her which I hated; women were not as
rigid-backed into old age as she was. She had learnt neither to lower her gaze nor bow
her head.
My uncle sat down on the charpoy. His hand trembled as he rested it on her shoulder.
Something within her juddered to life as she buried her face into his neck. I had not
known about this artist and my uncle. He whispered into her ear, stroking her
shoulder awkwardly. They were oblivious to our eyes.
Then she said, clearly, You are my Roof, but he was my Sky.

I couldn’t look away; neither could my mother. My wife cooed over the suckling, who
never had enough. I never saw her again, but I can never forget her. A woman who
loved -- so expansively, so brazenly -- and claimed that love with such certitude!
Now I sit here, my speech slurred by the stroke, my eyes glazing over. My wife is
rocking our newest grandson to sleep; I want some water, but she does not hear the
book I drop on the floor.
What is this difference? My Roof? My Sky?

India 1951: The Roof, The Sky won First Prize in the Platform Flash Fiction Competition
(India), April 2009, and was published in: Platform: Writer’s Edition, May-June 2009, 96.

Poetry

Suryakant Narsinh ‘Surya’, Mira-Bhayander, India

દઈને િનિ'(ત થયો -ં
ત"કયે ઓ"ઠ(ગણ દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં !
તમને આમં7ણ દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં !
મારગ પર ચા<ું 3ં "ક(> ુ હાંફ નથી હB !
ઇDછાને ઢાંકણ દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં !
મારા બHે પગ એની Jતે ચાલે છે !
બHેને િશMણ દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં !
> ું પણ એવી રOતે િનિ/0ત થઈ J ને,
Pુ ં પણ P"ં ૂ ડયામણ દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં !
યાર ! હવે મારS બેઠાં બેઠાં ખાUું છે ,
ખેતરને ખેડણ દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં !

Yesha Shah, Surat, India

I HAVE FOUND MY SOLACE
Reposing my distress, I have found my solace!
After soliciting you, I have found my solace!
I keep treading on the path yet tireless I am
Reining-in my desires, I have found my solace!
My feet find their way on their own accord
Guiding them well, I have found my solace!
Why don’t you too leave your woes behind?
Paying off my debts, I have found my solace!
My friend! Now I long to lead a contented life
Nurturing my roots, I have found my solace!

Editor’s note: This is Yesha Shah’s translation in verse of the Gujarati ghazal on the
previous page “દઈને િનિ/0ત થયો 3ં” by Suryakant Narsinh ‘Surya’. We asked her
and she most kindly obliged.

Aarzoo Mehek, Hyderabad, India

A Tired Refugee
As those stale memories fill my heart to the brim,
A torment creeps up from around the corner.
A startling knock, a sudden jolt,
A few menacing inclinations to awaken a sleepy soul.
Like a tired refugee, they too seek a permanent abode.

Somrita Urni Ganguly, Providence, Rhode Island, USA

Mindzones
I went to bed early and then woke up at midnight
It was quiet
Except for the sound of occasional drunk cars speeding home post Friday night
revelries

I looked at my phone
There were three messages waiting
One friend said that we have grown old
He is in Calcutta now
Heading to work
It is raining there

Another friend wrote that he was under a grey monsoon sky
On his way to Jaipur
Listening to a song by Tagore that my mother sang to me when I was growing up
!খলার সািথ িবদায়-ার !খােলা
It is raining there too
He asked me what িবদায় means
Farewell
I replied

In the song Tagore says
Friend of my youth
You who I used to play with
Open the doors for it is time for our farewell

Let me go
There is no time for these games anymore
The other travellers wait for me
I am being called on another journey
There is no time for our happy games anymore

The third message on my phone was simple
Once there was a way back homewards
Just that one line from a new friend
Not a word more
He is in North Carolina
At home
On the path of a hurricane or so the weather reports say
It has been raining there for a week
When I do not hear snatches of Spanish songs blaring out of inebriated cars
I hear intoxicated raindrops on the sunshades of my windows

I had to record this moment tonight
This moment in which four people
In four different places
Thinking of four different things
At four different clockhours
Heard the sound of the same rain and felt the same pain
And smiled at one another from their four different mindzones

Shikhandin

What You Left Behind In Autumn Returns To Haunt Your Winter
You left them then, you whimsical child
I wonder how you did it,
leaving all your memories, experiences
- your hand picked shells,
pretty things you had so gleefully twirled
in a bucket of fresh water to rid them of grit
before setting them out in a row.

Did you truly leave the crumbs
out for the birds? And, did you imagine
Hansel’s fist curled
over Gretel’s, so bewildered,
and so lost in the woods for the trees?
There they are now –

Whirligigs of fear fluttering.
The reds and browns sighing.

Perhaps you needed a rake
to heap the colours steeped in smoke,
fragrantly dispersing the chill.
When your desires crackled
in the knuckles that you popped,
hopping round
and round the fragrant flaming bush.

Panting, your chest heaving
with your breath. Your lungs’
ether lunging forward
as you left behind your soundless wishes
shining now
like white night markers on black road nights.
Rows of milestones,
to usher in your long winter.

Gopal Lahiri, Kolkata, India

Fragments
Come back again to hide the age-old scars but
the swing relocates you in the maplitho paper,

into the stillness of the shelf. Outside, the leafy corner
of the garden scoops the buried romance,

the frame of my grandfather hangs itself
in the darkness. Stitched with memories slowly

the sickly wind blowing from the wetlands,
there is something in the orange streaks

in the sky often overlooked for the raging clouds,
climbing to the high octave, put them in morphine.

the trees, that very island sails away, conducting
through the winding caverns of the inner circle.

It’s not easy to forget, to last it out and annihilate,
there are no whole stories, only and only fragments.

Amit Shankar Saha, Kolkata, India

Convalescent
A little ahead of Shyambati
night sheds lights to reveal

its mysterious shape.
It's like walking into

somebody's confession.
At the bend of Ratan Pally

dogs smell darkness and run
after totos. Headlights of

motorcycles impale the road.
A leader's elegies become

owls hooting into wee hours.
Periyar's water table drowns

wolves of my bedimed grief.
This banyan growing in my

mouth will not melt tonight.
This ichor is a malady.

Debjani Mukherjee

Tunnels of fire
They kept howling
Through the murk.
Those filthy tunnels of fire
Vomiting venom
To the skin and flesh
From both sides.
The Children dream
Of a greener night
And a day brighter
Than the fire
From both sides.

Kat Lehmann, Guilford, Connecticut, USA

Love Letter to Hands
I do not think of you, but
there you are, scratching the itch,
a manifestation
of my truest mind. I am sorry
I forget to celebrate
you the way I forget to celebrate
photosynthesis. This birthday I will
make up for the ones I have missed,
only you
will bake the cake. I am
always owing you something. My dear
jointed starfish, please curl your fist
into a self-hug, and I will
adorn your cutlery mishaps
with sparkling stones. I will read
the ridges of your braille
as I run out the hourglass
where the ring lives. But let’s be honest,
maidservant,
eager dog tethered on a long rope,
you will spend your days
servicing me
like one who loves too much,
like one who loves someone who takes
and takes.

Aekta Khubchandani, Bombay, India

present tense love
a handbook for my lover
a feast of sin and flesh
the pallu of my saree falls intentionally
I can hear my jhumkas tiptoe on skin
smell the taste of your tongue
around my neck
sharp teeth you nibble softly
intertwined fingers others lacing
stretch marks holding weight
we are the beginning
salvage and the holocaust
splotches of saliva
un-knotting un-draping un-layering
bodies bending folding neatly
like pleats of my saree
undone emotions and blouse
it takes three minutes to undress
we are the length of a song
present tense love
punctuations in right places
no grammatical errors
upper case-lower case friction in corners
semi-colons no full stops
semi-colons semi-colons

Shernaz Wadia, Pune, India

Not Unusual
the man : he totters homeward reeking of
booze - the cheapest variety
he can’t afford any better
the night sky is ominous – just a sickle moon
his home: a 10x10 sq.ft tin-walled room
in a shanty. Here most men are like him
frustrated – useless – drowning in the bottle
impervious to what goes on in their homes
somewhere a dog barks, a child bawls;
screams... cries... moans... brawls... the language reflects their surroundings
there’s little for anyone to look up or forward to
his wife: huddled with their three children
hollow eyes concealing a bitterness
that sometimes rims the edges red
the chopping knife: to dice veggies with
the kitchen – or the corner which goes as one –
bare – the vessels empty like their stomachs
only a deep anger simmers in the eldest son
he shares a mutual hatred with his father
they have put up Dr. Ambedkar’s statue
at the crossroads – the man goes up to it
salutes – wobbles - a grotesque grin cracks his lips
he breaks into a song... somebody shushes him
he reaches home... a scuffle... a ghastly screech

racket... confusion... wails...more shrieks... sirens
the ambulance takes away the son
the police haul away the man
choppers can be put to so many uses

Haibun

Yesha Shah, Surat, India

Albino Dream
White. Crisp, spotless, hauntingly white. The walls, doors, windows, curtains, bed
linen, furnishings. White too are the shards of moonlight falling on the designer stonegrey floor.
His pockmarked face twitches time and again. The palsy afflicted right side. Tucked
inside his feather and down duvet he is sleepless tonight. Like most other nights.
He watches the well-starved form of his new wife rise and fall in rhythmic
breathing. Tip-toeing to the study, he pulls out a plain white sheet of paper and
scribbles on it with a thick-nib black marker pen. The dank air gets filled with the
pungency of ink solvent. Names, all of them; his bi-polar ex-wife, his neurotic mother,
his helpless father and the younger brother whose sanity he cannot digest. Shredding
the paper, he dumps the pieces into the dustbin. This might help when the sheep fail,
so his shrink had said.
blood moon
tracing a lifetime
in inkblots
Note - Previously published in ‘The Other Bunny’, (10 April 2017)

Terri L French, Huntsville, USA

While waiting on a flight to Atlanta
A medium sized white dog of indiscriminate breed lay at her feet, next to an intricately
carved cane. The handle of the cane is an eagle, perched with its head cocked. Her
fingers, like feathers, lightly brush over the pages of the book in her lap. I watch as she
skims over the same page a second, then third time. She then closes the cover and
opens her eyes. As the dog begins to snore, her lips curve into a smile.
flight delay
a flock of seagulls
cleared from the runway
Note - A version of this haibun was first published in Lynx 28:3, October 2013 as part of a
collaborative haibun renga with Jane Reichhold.

Teen Idol

In the documentary he’s old and frail. The lyrics to songs are still there somewhere,
but he can’t find them. The pills and booze only serve to feed his frustration. Those
dimples are still there, even when the smile isn’t. The smile I would gaze at while lying
on my bed surrounded by a pile of Tiger Beat magazines. He stumbles and falls on
stage and is hospitalized, afterwards confessing his addictions and early dementia to
a young camera man who has no idea who this “has-been” was.
I thought I loved you
a faded rectangle
where his poster once hung
In memory of David Cassidy, April 12, 1950—November 21, 2017

Gautam Nadkarni, Mumbai, India

Smoke Signals
The first cigarette I ever smoked was entirely at the initiative of my older brother. How
I wish I had pooh-poohed his bright idea with a Christian prayer. You know the one
that goes, forgive him father for he knows not what he does. Of course this might have
drawn a withering look from the almighty for Bro jolly well knew what he was up to.
And so did I.
Having shushed me into silence he led the way on tiptoe to the terrace above our
apartment. I just could not understand all this shushing and tiptoeing because there
was nobody else around. However, it added to the atmosphere. What’s a conspiracy
without shushing and tiptoeing.
Terrace gained, with a furtive look around he produced a cigarette from his shirt
pocket and smirked at me. I smirked back of course. I felt that the situation called for
smirking. After a few more smirks he produced a matchbox with great drama. I almost
expected the background music you get in suspense movies. We both lit up and
inhaled. The next moment saw the two of us having a coughing a fit from which I
thought I’d never recover.
After that I spent the rest of my life trying to quit.
suspense film...
wondering if my bladder
will hold out

Benjamin Taylor, Central Coast, Australia

Old Dog
In human years he’s over a hundred, but today you wouldn’t have guessed it. With
little black paws coated in white, he races around the backyard, panting in excitement,
tongue lashing about - wobbling his thick white whiskers. I told my Dad NOT to give
him that Boston Bun, but now it’s too late. Fuelled with sugar he throws himself into
the grass, rolling about like a sloth – desperately rubbing his thick black mane in the
soil. He sneezes – his nose covered in dirt. “MAX!”, I yell, as he raises his head from
the grass. There’s nothing but mischief in those misty eyes.
winter afternoon
from fifteen years past
an old shoebox

Akila G., Hyderabad, India

Tattoo
We would dip a piece of thread in one of the dark water colours, preferably brown or
dark maroon, uncoil it with the brush and then trace it on one half of a paper. A tail
would be left out before closing the other half, surmount it with a book or two and
pressed under our palm before pulling out the thread. We would then sketch the
mirror image of the random pattern into a greeting card.
I would run to our neighbour’s house to borrow a sewing thread after polishing off
Mother’s stock and each time I would ask Aunty about the dark patch on her
cheekbone that seemed to shift quite often. Her swollen eyes would cringe in a silent
smile.
ink sky…
some stains refuse
to bleach

Pewter

She answers my questions in mono-toned breaths, rolling her eyes as I begin. Our
morning routine when the comb in my hand swiftly parts her hair into two pony tails,
the do’s and don’ts, the good and bad and everything else that I fathom about a touch.
Her grandma tells me:
'When you were six the only reminder for you was to finish your lunch box!'
We wave our hands till the school bus blurs in a pall of dust and return to the morning
news blaring yet another sexual assault of a child.
light breeze...
a cloud shadows
my shadow

JB Mulligan, Washingtonville, USA

Evolution of a Toad
He mimed a human being almost perfectly. Friends were fooled, and even enemies
mistook him for a merely bad man. He had started life as an it, all thorns and scales
inside, but with an approximate shape, a five-pointed star in a dark forest. He had
evolved (not the right word, but he pretended and so shall we) into a man, who
acquired diamonds and gold and a shiny reputation, but underneath the he was
always an it, waiting.
hunger . . .
a whirlpool eating
itself in circles
He aged, and more and more the form without revealed the thing within, and friends
and maidens stood a little farther away, and their smiles were a little straighter, and
the points of their teeth showed between their lips, as if they were always getting
ready to snarl. He smiled, and took treatments and had surgeries done, but his prey,
his friends, seemed to have learned the proper distance to keep from him, to survive
a friendship which had claimed so many. Gold and diamonds trickled from him like
nuggets of stool, and they dared to dash in and pluck those up, and smiled. He had
cried before so many times for show, but he had no idea how to cry for real, and he
needed that.

Shernaz Wadia, Pune, India

Cued Recall
Forlorn caws punctuate the evening; the long shadow of a branch the crow is on,
swings across the balcony. Dusk sheds a sudden eerie glow on a deeply entrenched
memory. The picture gradually emerges with the detailed sharpness of a Raja Ravi
Varma painting.
She stands framed in a window that is in the spotlight of a setting sun. One elbow on
the sill, chin on her right palm, inscrutable sunken eyes, hair tied back in a tight bun –
not one strand flutters with the gentle breeze; the white sari edging her face heightens
its wan pallor. I look up, wave and get back an unsmiling nod. This is a daily ritual.
Does she really register what is going on around her? What does she stare into?
Stillborn dreams? Perhaps the past beckons her, nailing her to times spent with her
late husband. Widowhood, imposed by the stony pronouncements of society, has bled
her of every colour. Dark melancholy has interned the once sparkling young woman
in a bottomless crypt. For each step she wants to take forward she stumbles two
backward, seemingly existing on the cusp between life and death.
an insect
struggles against
the flypaper trap
of a sundew
will it set itself free?

Brijesh Raj, Mumbai, India

A Rush of Wings
stress ball
the rhythmic squeeze
of the AMBU bag
Next time around, I wish to be born a cloud. Not the dark kind, heavily burdened with
tears. Or gawked at for its October hues, ablush before the sun's lecherous eye. A wall
flower kind of cloud. Light and flowing, akin to mother’s gentle caress. Smiling back
to the tiny nose pressed against an aeroplane window.
And when I feel like, go forth and multiply into little cloudlets and be done with it.
murmuration –
about the Durgah
a swirl of prayers

Kat Lehmann, Guilford, Connecticut, USA

heliotrope
I walk out of the house. The sun is shining, so I lift my face. If I could just notice the
sunshine. Feel its warmth. Be for a moment the leaf of me. Bask, just bask. This warmth
has been mine before, and will be mine again. Let me brew this morning into a nectar
that somehow sustains me.
sunrise sky…
the fists of cherry buds
begin to open

Reviews

Shriram Sivaramakrishnan

Book Review: Thirteen: a chapbook by Poornima Lakshmeshwar
Edited by K. Srilata, Shobhana Kumar and Shloka Shankar
Photographs and images by Sumathi S
Published by Yavanika Press
Download: https://yavanikapress.wixsite.com/home/our-titles
Poornima’s debut collection contains thirteen poems, the reason it is titled as thirteen:
Household Poems. There are poems in it about holes, pouch, ladle, socket, pocket and
‘Appearances that refuse identity’. One can discern the poet’s preoccupation with
objects of concave surfaces. The concavity of the objects, that is, the hollowed nature
of the objects reflects on the inwardness of her poems. Her poems, despite their ease
of accessibility, tend to withhold something from the reader, thereby forming an
inward crater at their centres. One can only assume that her poems have their
undisclosed moments locked in some ‘Secret pocket in the petticoat’. Or, as the
speaker says in ‘Things that come with a hole’:
But even buttons come with a hole.
Another thing that caught my eye was the shape of these poems. All of them are boxshaped, justified, that is, the text distributed evenly between the margins. But the
evenness stops there. Unlike the text, the events in the narration seem unsettled, and
thus waver between the past and the present. But while the narration is juxtaposed,
the flow is seamless and handholds the reader.
There is a place for everyone in these poems; father, mother, grandparents, uncles,
aunts, the living and the dead. Perhaps the most striking aspect of the collection is the
conviction with which Poornima has dished out rhetorical statements. Consider this
one from ‘Of cures, fantasies, and phantoms’:
The intention of the tree is to become memory.
Or, this line from ‘Appearances that refuse identity’:
Beyond that he didn’t matter.
Their audacity notwithstanding, what stands out is that these statements work almost
tangential to the narration. They stand indifferent, at times diffident to the narration.
Speaking of tangential references, another one caught my eye: the pictures,
interspersed between the poems.
I am of the opinion a strong collection can stand on its merit, without the need to
‘place’ them with visual cues. And thirteen is one; which brings me to the title of the
collection. As a number ‘thirteen’ is considered inauspicious. But while I can deduce,
to a reasonable degree of certainty, why Poornima had named the collection this way
(there are quite a few – some subtle, others loud – references to death), I cannot help
but notice an undercurrent of optimism and hope running through the collection.

Perhaps, this conundrum self-justifies the title. Or, perhaps, the collection is a
synecdoche of the final poem, ‘Appearances that refuse identity’. Perhaps, that’s the
clincher. Poornima’s thirteen refuses easy labels. And in doing so, succeeds.

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan

Book Review: Paper Asylum by Rochelle Potkar
Copper Coin Publishing Pvt Ltd, L5/903 Gulmohur Garden, Raj Nagar Extension,
Ghaziabad 201017, Delhi NCR | www.coppercoin.co.in
Cover photograph: Sarabjeet Garcha
Cover design: Ritesh Kumar
ISBN 978-93-84109-26-4
Rochelle sets out my task in the prolegomenon (okay, prologue) of her pdf ‘Paper
Asylum’. Okay, her book nicely printed between covers, but she only gave me a pdf,
and I will use my pulpit to complain1. In her excellent introduction to what is a
haibun, she sets out my challenge: to put on my haikai spectacles and review whether
she ‘gets’ haibun, and whether the twoscore that she has anthologised get ticks or
crosses.
Her tanka, like a cover band opening a big rock concert, leave one thirsting for more.
I hope she will give the form a little more attention. Her haibun move over a landscape
that in ‘Aparanta’ is magic realist, while being earthed in the mundane confines of a
Bombay flat in ‘Asylum’. Personal diaries, stories of those she knows and those she
makes up, character sketches of people real and ephemeral, allusions to her Church’s
teaching and esotery, visceral self-witnesses: if you have lived and travelled in the
Konkan, the shared roots of both the ‘reviewee’ and reviewer, you will be familiar
with Rochelle’s haibun landscape.
In several she etches a bildungsroman of quiet despair, of the falling away from the
idylls of beauty that men like to corset women into, the fantasies that they refuse to
wake up from. I could say ‘Feminist’, but that’s just a lazy way to refer to the way
people with two X-chromosomes see the world (and are allowed to see). Some are
perhaps better classed as flash fiction, which orthodox ELHist will scoff at, but with
the haiku and its link-and-shift principle, she succeeds in squeezing them under the
haibun parasol. She also deftly inserts poems between the pages, maybe they act as
stage-markers, telling the reader that the haibun to follow are somehow different in
spirit.
They aren’t. There is a tinge of melancholia, the prized wabi-sabi of the Japanese, and
also that Portuguese emotion called saudade. Maybe it’s just the Goan grains of the
clay of which I am made; so many of her works are set in Goa.
I have known Rochelle from the times she was an inchoate ‘haibuneer’ (the term
makes me uncomfortable, I prefer ‘haibunist’), and one refreshing thing about her
haibun anthology is the rapid maturation of her tanka and haiku. I will say that in
1

But I will give you pdfs too, for I want you to buy my books.

spite of the protestations of classical ELH, she brings in her considerable poetic energy
into them, a strong injection of the personal that is only in one other haibunist, our
own Paresh Tiwari. Vide
shells of snails remain
the same
our holiday homes too . . .
or
autumn whirlwind . . .
a child grabs at her
candy floss
or the painfully senryu-esque:
spiritual retreat—
melting the gods
for their gold
and this
Bodhi tree—
spears blossoming
into stipules

In all, I pick these haibun for my personal score of ‘Awesomeness’ as Kungfu Panda
puts it: Palimpsest, Thumbprints, Tattoos (in which I see the comic karma of Douglas
Adams’ Agrajag, buy waaay darker), Entombed, Typewriter, Mass and Molting.
Weight in Kilograms is of deeply personal interest; I lived in existential horror of Dad
turning up one day in a flag-draped coffin for the first fifteen of my years (and I have
seen enough). As to the rest, I could not tear myself away from the screen as I read
them.
By the same author
Fiction: The Arithmetic of Breasts and Other Stories
Poetry: Four Degrees of Separation

Featured Artist

Alaka Yeravadekar, Pune, India

Alaka is largely a self-taught artist who enjoys working with various media such as
oil pastels, colour pencils, ink, and water-colours. Her work ranges from realistic still
life studies, to abstract work inspired by nature. A recent addition is sketching the
rapidly vanishing heritage structures and old buildings around her hometown, Pune.
A Management Accountant by qualification, her foray into the world of art began
seven odd years ago, more as a hobby. She often sketches outdoors and has
participated in a few group exhibitions. Interaction with other artists is, for her, a great
source of learning and inspiration.
According to her, there is a meditative quality to the process of creating art that helps
deal with the hurly burly of everyday life. An avid reader, she also occasionally pens
short poems and stories.
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